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Abstract. Digital records of software-engineering work are left by software developers
during the development process. Source code is usually kept in a software repository, and
software developers use issue-tracking repositories and online project-tracking software,
as well as informal documentation to support their activities. The research discipline
of mining software repositories (MSR) uses these extant, digital repositories to gain understanding of the system. MSR has not been applied to model-driven development or
model-driven engineering (MDE). In particular, model management deserve particular
attention. Model management covers challenges associated with “maintaining traceability links among model elements to support model evolution and roundtrip engineering”,
“tracking versions”, and “using models during runtime”. These problems can be addressed by investigating the models themselves and their relationship to other artifacts
using MSR. The objective of this report is to survey state-of-the-art research in MSR
and to discuss how these MSR techniques are applicable to the problems faced in MDE.
Extracting information about what factors affect model quality, how people interact with
models in the repository, and traceability to other artifacts advance our understanding of
software engineering when MDE is used.

1. Introduction
Digital records of software-engineering work are left by software developers during the
development process. Source code is usually kept in a software repository, from which
the history of the source code can be extracted. Software developers usually augment
their development by using issue-tracking repositories [14, 36] and online project-tracking
software [6], as well as formal documentation like specifications and manuals and informal
communications like emails [10, 42] and Wiki pages [18]. The research discipline of mining
software repositories (MSR) uses these extant, digital repositories to gain understanding
of the system with respect to defect-prone modules, social interactions, or traceability.
Models, at the time of writing, have not received much attention in MSR. A handful
of research exists in model mining for the purpose of gaining an understanding of software evolution and software engineering [67]. Model-driven development or model-driven
engineering (MDE) is experiencing a kind of “coming of age” with interest in both industry and research rising significantly [61, 24]. However, there are a number of issues that
continue to affect MDE. In a roadmap described by France and Rumpe [24], the primary
issue with MDE is the “implementation gap” that requires a model be translated from
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the domain level to the software-engineering level. As this gap rapidly closes, there are a
number of additional issues that are arising as a consequence of MDE. In particular, model
management deserve particular attention. Model management covers challenges associated
with “maintaining traceability links among model elements to support model evolution and
roundtrip engineering”, “tracking versions”, and “using models during runtime”. These
problems can be addressed by investigating the models themselves and their relationship
to other artifacts using MSR.
The objective of this report is to report on state-of-the-art research in MSR and to discuss
how these MSR techniques are applicable to the problems faced in MDE. We believe that
many existing techniques in social software engineering and software repository mining
may be applicable to models. Extracting information about what factors affect model
quality, how people interact with models in the repository, and traceability to other artifacts
advance our understanding of software engineering when MDE is used.

2. A Brief Overview of MSR
The purpose of mining software repositories is to use the wealth of information available
as a result of the software-development process to learn how the process can be improved.
Using information available such as issue-tracking repositories, source code, and documents, relationships between qualities in these artifacts can be identified, and knowledge
of software processes and characteristics can be acquired. This knowledge can lead to
the development of improvements. These improvements may come in the form of better
processes, techniques, or perhaps simply an awareness of an organization’s engineers of a
particular phenomenon.
2.1. MSR Data Sources. MSR relies extensively on source code as a source of data. This
source code is commonly found in repositories such as Subversion [23], CVS [22], Git [26]
or Mercurial [48], and therefore contains multiple versions of the same system over time.
In addition to the source code, each source code management system contains a link from
the source code to a user ID of the person who made a change. Each change also comes
with an attached comment as well that usually provides context about the change.
In addition to source code, MSR has extended its reach to include data surrounding the
software process such as the bug repository, project management, and mailing lists. Using
these sources helps make the analysis of a system and its history more comprehensive than
using source code alone, and especially provides context to the system under investigation.
While many elements in MSR are traceable to each other, some aspects of MSR are
related to rebuilding trace links from one kind of artifact to another. Reverse engineering,
for instance, involves reconstructing design specifications from source code. There is also
much work on traceability between source code and natural language documents such as
documents and email [63, 44, 7].
The relationships between these digital repositories provides a large amount of information, although these repositories alone are not sufficient to acquire a full understanding of
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an organization [4]. Nonetheless, the value of repository mining is in acquiring an understanding of software using automated techniques, and in developing technology that can
assist developers in their tasks.
2.2. Areas of MSR. There are few existing taxonomies of MSR in literature. A comprehensive review of literature prior to August 2006 is by Kagdi et al. [38], which classifies MSR
in the context of software evolution. It identifies four layers: software evolution, purpose,
representation, and information sources. We are concerned mostly with the purpose—
divided into “market basket questions” where MSR is used to answer a question about
software or its process, or to investigate the prevalence of some kind of metric.
In this report, we provide an overview of recent MSR work, mostly from 2006 and later.
The literature is classified roughly by the area of application.
• Identifying and Predicting Software Quality
• Identifier Analysis and Traceability
• Clone Detection
• Process Improvement and Software Evolution
• Social Aspects in Software Development
• Recommender Systems and Interactive Systems
At this time, we believe that these categories represent the state-of-the-art work in the
MSR community right now, and that these techniques are also applicable to examining
MSR in MDE.
3. Identifying and Predicting Software Quality
MSR is used to identify potential quality issues in a software system. In general the
research into applying MSR to improve quality investigates two questions [29]. These
questions are, “How many defects will be in this module?” and “In which modules do
defects occur?” MSR also develops prediction models to determine how many defects are
in the software, and to determine which modules have defects.
There is a distinction between defect and failure. A defect is an error in the source code,
which may or may not result in a problem experienced by the end user. A failure, on the
other hand, is a problem that the user experiences, usually as a result of a defect. Not
every defect leads to a failure. Thus, it is common for developers to examine post-release
failures because these are the issues that affect customers and therefore have most impact
on the perceived quality of the product. Many studies are also interested in the number
and the location of post-release defects and pre-release defects as well.
There has also been interest in measuring the performance of the development team itself. Pre-release defects indicate how well the team performs with respect to programming.
Another criteria for quality is build success [30, 64, 43], which counts if the software builds
successfully. The suggestion is that a software build fails because of a mistake within the
development team, because of poor integration processes, or because of a lack of coordination. Finally, a limited number of studies have examined defect resolution time [31, 17, 53]
to identify how quickly defects are fixed after being identified in the organization.
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Most of the recent literature in software defect analysis examines if there is a correlation between a particular phenomenon, such as a software complexity metric, and defect
count, and examines if that phenomenon can be used to predict defect count or defectprone modules. Usually, statistical models are used to identify failure-prone files [66, 52]
though some techniques are applicable to individual lines of code [68] or to modules [54].
Zimmermann et al. [71] used the categories “complexity metrics” and “historical data”;
complexity metrics included dependency calculations, and historical data in this context
included code churn. In recent years there has also been an interest in using metrics that
reflect social aspects of software organizations for failure prediction [52, 47, 11].
I use the following categories to broadly classify the current literature in MSR failure
counting and failure prediction.
• Software metrics, which includes complexity metrics and dependencies
• Software evolution, which examines repository histories for changes
• Social factors, which examines social interactions, often in relation to technical
aspects
This is not a comprehensive list of techniques, but for the purpose of this report most
existing studies can be placed under one of these categories.
As an introduction to the field of defect prediction, Zimmermann et al. [71] provides an
overview on preparing software repositories for the analysis of defects. Nagappan et al. [51]
also provide a great description of the techniques commonly employed in defect counting
and prediction.
3.1. Software Metrics and Quality. A number of classic metrics have been used extensively for failure prediction, primarily Halstead’s complexity measures [28] and McCabe
cyclomatic complexity [45]. McCabe tends to be a relatively good predictor [51], though
recently software metrics have been used in conjunction with other factors such as types of
dependencies or social interactions. As the field of MSR has matured, Nagappan et al. [51]
identified that the choice of metrics depends highly on the project under investigation,
and that a successful prediction model used in one project was not appropriate for use in
another project.
Initially, syntactic dependencies based on call graphs were commonly employed but
logical coupling is considered standard. Gall et al. [25] described logical coupling as one
such dependency that is constructed by grouping the files together that comprise a bug
or feature change to the software. Cataldo et al. [16] proposed workflow dependency as
a socio-technical dependency that occurs when an issue in the issue-tracking system is
reassigned from one developer to another. Each of these dependency measurements have
been used successfully in failure analysis but logical coupling has been shown to have a
strong influence on failures [16] and have been utilized for recommendations [68].
Zimmermann and Nagappan [?] mapped software dependencies as a dependency graph
and applied social network analysis measurements to Windows Server 2003. They found
that some centrality measures correlated to the number of failures, but that code complexity measures had higher correlations to the number of defects. However, network measures
on dependency graphs in combination with complexity measures were able to successfully
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predict failures. Nguyen et al. [54] performed a replication of this analysis on Eclipse,
but found that social network analysis metrics did not correlate as highly to failures as in
Windows Server 2003. Their finding that both social network analysis metrics and complexity could predict failures in Eclipse corroborated the earlier finding. Nguyen et al. [54]
postulated that ego centrality metrics reflect software engineering practices. Cataldo et
al. [16] compared different representations of a dependency to identify failure-prone files.
They examined syntactic dependencies based on call graphs; logical dependencies based
on relationships between files that tend to be changed together; workflow dependencies,
which capture when an issue’s assignment is changed from one developer to another; and
coordination requirements, which captures relationships among developers that reflect dependencies among files. The authors identified that workflow dependencies, representing
a change in assigning of an issue, and logical dependencies, representing files that are
changed to fix a particular issue, are factors that are more likely to affect the likelihood of
failure-prone files than syntactic dependencies.
3.2. Software Evolution and Quality. Software evolution techniques use historical
data, usually code changes, to predict defects that may occur later in the project.
Nagappan and Ball [50] used code churn metrics for predicting defect density in Windows Server 2003. A code churn metric measure the amount of change that source code
experiences in a time period. They found that these code churn metrics correlated highly
to defects per thousand lines of code, and were excellent predictors of defect density.
Hassan and Holt [29] proposed the use of a “cache” from the operating system discipline
in defect prediction. This cache identifies the top failure-prone files and updates the cache
when a fault is fixed. This was later expanded into the FixCache algorithm [41], which
has attracted interest among researchers (ex. [60]). FixCache works by keeping a cache of
entities that are likely to have faults. When a fault is repaired, the algorithm consults the
cache. This algorithm takes advantage of temporal locality, as well as spatial locality to
predict faults in entities.
Hassan and Zhang [30] applied decision trees to analyse build certification results, and
determined that the status of the previous build was one of the most important determining
factors, followed by the developer and subsystem attributes.
3.3. Social Factors and Quality. In addition to using software metrics, social factors
related to the project have also been used to predict failures. Cataldo et al. identified
a correlation between an alignment between social interaction and software dependencies,
called socio-technical congruence, and defect repair times [17]. Nagappan et al.[52] identified that organizational aspects could predict which binaries were prone to post-release
failures. In particular, their model involved metrics that counted code changes belonging
to a by counting the number of change software engineers working for this person made.
Their results had higher precision and recall than other models using code churn, code
complexity, dependencies, and pre-release defects. A follow-up study on Windows Vista
by Pinzger et al. [56] examined the relationship between developers that contributed to
the same code module, and determined that social network centrality measures were able
to predict failure-prone binaries, as well as the number of post-release failures. A similar
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study of developer networks by Meneely et al. [47] also used centrality and other abstractions of code churn metrics to successfully prioritizing failure-prone files. Bird et al. [12]
examined socio-technical networks, which are networks that represent both contributions
and dependencies among developers and binaries. Social network analysis measurements
applied to the socio-technical network were able to predict failures in both Windows Vista
and Eclipse. The success of social network analysis in MSR led to Wolf et al. describing a
general technique to apply social networks in software engineering [65].
Distance has also been used to determine influences on defects. Cataldo et al. [15] investigated feature changes from a repository and identified that global software engineering
in their context was the largest effect contributing to defects. However, Bird et al. [11]
reported a different result, where the amount of distance between developers in Windows
did not significantly influence the number of post-release failures in binaries.
With respect to build success, Wolf et al. [64] determined for the IBM Jazz team that
centrality measures did not identify a difference between successful builds and failed builds,
but were able to use a Bayesian classification technique to predict build success. Cataldo
et al. [16] found that high values for workflow dependencies and coordination requirements,
which reflect socio-technical aspects in a software team, were more likely to indicate defects
in files.
3.4. Moving Forward With Defect Prediction. Recent work examines the quality of
cross-product defect prediction, in which one software project is used to predict defects in
another similar project. This was applied by Zimmermann et al. [69] on a study of two
web browsers; they found that Firefox could be used to predict defects for either itself,
or for Internet Explorer, but that Internet Explorer could not be used to predict defects
for Firefox. Advancing research in this direction may be applicable for product lines,
commonly seen in the form of different car models in the automotive sector.
It should be emphasized again that no single metric can be considered a “gold standard”
for defect prediction. Nagappan et al. [51] found that no single measure works across
every project. Shihab et al. [62] evaluated a statistical technique that can, with improved
reliability, identify which factors in a logistic regression prediction model are significant.
Such techniques are necessary to identify which metrics are most applicable to one’s own
software.
The number of warranty incidents can be considered as a post-release failure, as in
Gokpinar et al. [27]. If the MDE process uses a central asset manager, and an issuetracking system that connects to this asset manager, then the changes made to a model to
address a particular software defect can be identified. In embedded systems, a post-release
defect is a pretty big deal, so while I would not expect many of these issues coming up, if
one does occur a lot of attention will probably be paid to it.
4. Identifier Analysis and Traceability
Traceability is an important problem in software engineering. Enabling good traceability
improves maintenance and program comprehension. One way to approach this problem is
through identifier analysis. Programmers try to use meaningful names for entities in their
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programs. These names, or identifiers, often correspond to real-world domain concepts or
actions [2]. Being able to extract identifiers from source code can lead to link recovery and
traceability between source code and other texts.
Source code often involves identifiers made of compound words, like “getProp”, “debug system”, or “print file2device”. Identifier splitting is the process of converting these
identifiers from source code into real-world concepts. Two techniques, CamelCase and
Samurai, are commonly used for identifier splitting: CamelCase [2], which splits identifiers
using underscores, numbers, and alphabetical case changes; and Samurai [21], which further uses substrings to refine identifiers. Both techniques have advantages but it has been
identified that they are extremely similar in functional performance [20]. Arnaoudova et
al. [5] used identifiers as a basis for their defect prediction model, and identified that a
module containing terms “scattered” throughout the source code is highly correlated with
the number of defects in that module.
Many elements of models require user-assigned names. States and signals use various
names assigned by an engineer. Identifier analysis improves traceability between models
and other artifacts such as requirements documents or even natural language documents.
5. Clone Detection
Clone detection is the investigation of duplicated sections of source code, usually through
the copy and paste function in an editor. Clone detection started to become of interest
since it was discovered that 10-15% of code in a software system was copied and pasted [8].
If there is a defect in reused code fragments, then fixing that defect can be problematic.
Frequent cloning can also suggest the need for the creation of subroutines that use the
cloned fragments. Cloning has received a lot of attention in source code, with different
types of cloning being used such as token-based cloning [39] and abstract syntax treebased cloning [9]. Al-Ekram et al. [1] discovered that source code cloning for the purpose
of reuse was not prominent in a number of open-source text editors.
The application of clone detection to MDE is not yet common, though early investigations indicate that a large proportion of models are cloned [19, 37]. Early work by
Diessenboeck et al. [19] applied a graph-based algorithm to detect clones, but over half of
the clones identified were false positives. More research into clones in models is needed,
and especially into the semantics of model cloning. Because models are manipulated in a
different way compared to source code, many of the assumptions of cloning in source code
may not apply to MDE. This is one area in which empirical research would be valuable.
However, there is an argument that not all code cloning should be considered harmful [40], which may be the case in MDE, which is manipulated primarily through using
graphical tools rather than directly using text. The semantics of a model must be considered carefully before clone detection can be applied to MDE.
6. Process Improvement and Software Evolution
MSR can identify how source code changes over time during a process. It can also identify
the general course of a project. Examples of improvements would be identifying who should
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triage a bug [3], identifying the trends of code commits [32, 34], and determining how to
file a good bug report [70]. Ratzinger, et al. identified classification techniques that were
able to predict refactoring activity [58]. Each of these findings lead to the improvement of
areas in the software process.
MSR can also be used to gain an understanding of system evolution as a whole. Robles, et al. used source code extraction to examine changes over time in the Debian Linux
distribution [59]. Hindle, et al. [33, 34] extracted revisions associated with various steps
of a software process using text analysis techniques of source code commits and mailing
lists. Communication content over time has been examined as well; Ernst and Mylopoulos [?] examined mailing lists to determine if requirement-related discussions became more
prominent as software matures, but did not find clear evidence supporting this hypothesis.
MSR techniques have also been used to provide a statistical model of software readability [57]. This model of readability determines that program readability can largely be
determined by the size of the code fragment, the variety of tokens in the fragment. While
a statistical model cannot be used as the sole determinant of whether code is readable, it
moves us toward automatically assisting developers with writing code.
This understanding of the software process at large is applicable to MDE. One of the
reported benefits of using MDE is that models are more abstract and are easier to understand [61]. A thorough understanding of current software practices using models can help
incorporate the beneficial properties of models into improving both tools and processes
especially with respect to modifying and maintaining them.
7. Social Aspects in Software Development
In recent years, many of the issues in software engineering have been attributed to
social and human factors. Distributed software engineering also results in increased use
of visible communication, especially over mailing lists and through issue-tracking systems.
These sources made it possible to investigate collaboration in software engineering using
various data mining techniques, and in particular to investigate how people behave in such
a setting based on their communication practices. This was made lucid by research in
distributed software development. Herbsleb and Mockus [31] examined a number of issues
from industry and found that issues that required multiple sites increased the closing time
by an average of 2.5 times longer than single-site issues. However, Nguyen et al. [53] more
recently identified that multi-site collaboration in a different team did not affect defect
repair times as strongly as in Herbsleb and Mockus’s work.
There has also been interest in learning about communication structures overall, especially in the open-source context. Open-source software development is driven by motivation factors that differ highly from traditional software development and therefore may
behave differently from traditional industrial software development. Bird et al. [10] used
social network analysis to visualize interactions between developers in a mailing list. Howison et al. [35] used mailing list data to identify organizational structures of numerous
open-source systems, identifying if they were centralized or decentralized. Bird et al. [13]
identified that many open-source projects were grouped into “communities”, which meant
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that multiple small groups of developers tended to communicate; his technique allows the
identification of community structure in software development projects.
A study of “Linus’s Law”, in which Eric Raymond said “Many eyes makes all bugs
shallow” was made using MSR techniques [46]. The authors concluded that files with
many contributors were more likely to have security issues.
The value of examining how team members behave and interact contributes to our
understanding of software development. Though one might presume that it would be
difficult to reason about the social side of software development from repositories alone,
MSR research has shown that a large amount of information can be extracted. In a
distributed organization that uses MDE, the collaboration patterns may be different than
developers who write source code. Examining how team members working on models
collaborate may reveal findings that lead the development of tools and processes that are
specially-tailored for MDE.
8. Recommender Systems and Interactive Systems
Though software repository mining has leaned toward knowledge discovery and relationship identification, many of the fundamental techniques have been adapted for use within
software development environments. These techniques are usually used as interactive tools
that respond to the user’s actions and use the information available in a repository to assist
the user with decisions. While this area is too large to survey thoroughly in this report,
we highlight some recommender systems and tools below.
8.1. Change Recommenders. Zimmermann et al. [68] used a technique that examined
changes from a project’s history in order to make fine-grained recommendations of what
source code entities should be changed at the function or subsection level, in addition to
files. This was built into a recommender system in Eclipse that suggests entities to change
as a developer makes modifications to code.
8.2. Document Traceability. De Lucia et al. [44] implement a traceability technique
that uses identifier analysis and the unsupervised Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) technique in an Eclipse plugin called COCONUT. This plugin makes the relationship between
code and natural language documentation explicit. In a controlled experiment, subjects
who used this plugin wrote code that used vocabulary similar to vocabulary in existing
documentation compared to those who did not use the plugin. It is believed that by employing similar vocabulary in the source code and the documentation, both the source code
and the documentation is easier to understand.
8.3. Expertise Recommenders. Minto and Murphy [49] created a recommender system
that would identify developers to communicate with based on a calculation suggested by
Cataldo et al. [17]. This system identifies developers that frequently modify a file and
therefore can be considered experts regarding the contents of that file.
Ohira et al. [55] use social network analysis and code contributions to recommend project
contributors across projects. A software developer who is working on one project may be
able to seek advice from an expert in another area.
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9. Applying Software Repository Mining to Model-driven Development
Research on data mining model-driven development is relatively new. Zhang and Sheth [67]
discuss one examination of model-driven development using a statistical control process but
few applications of the above techniques discussed in this report appear in MDE, to our
knowledge.
There are many differences between the traditional software repository mining research
and model-driven development. Techniques are applied with the assumption that text
artifacts are changed, often a few lines at a time across many files. The experiments are
often done on open-source projects, which have characteristics that are not common to
industrial, model-driven development such as open repositories and systems that are not
mission-critical and embedded.
However, this does not mean that these techniques cannot be applied. There are a
number of common techniques and research goals that can be achieved, but the modeldriven development environment is a different context. Both models and source code are
stored in a repository, which can be mined. Models are commonly stored in XML or
another markup format, meaning that there are semantic differences between models and
source code. However, because models are in plain text format, like code, the analysis
techniques used for source code (such as token-based clone detection) should be applicable
to models as well. However, changes to the metrics will have to be made to ensure that
the theory behind the mining technique is reasonable. For instance, in a fault detection
algorithm based on code churn, lines is a reasonable estimator of churn in source code.
However, a small change in a model, such as creating a transition, may manipulate many
lines in a file simultaneously, and thus some pre-processing may be necessary to determine
the nature of the change.
Though many of the existing techniques in MSR are applied to open-source projects,
there is no reason that these projects cannot be applied to industrial software. However,
context of the setting is extremely important [43]. As a consequence, in addition to applying
the techniques, some understanding of the automotive domain and of the way that software
developers create and interact with models, through observations, interviews, or surveys,
will augment software repository mining greatly.
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